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SIMULTANEOUS INPUT AND OUTPUT MATRIX PARTITIONING
FOR OUTER-PRODUCT–PARALLEL SPARSE MATRIX-MATRIX
MULTIPLICATION∗
KADIR AKBUDAK† AND CEVDET AYKANAT†
Abstract. For outer-product–parallel sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM) of the
form C=A×B, we propose three hypergraph models that achieve simultaneous partitioning of input
and output matrices without any replication of input data. All three hypergraph models perform con-
formable one-dimensional (1D) columnwise and 1D rowwise partitioning of the input matrices A and
B, respectively. The ﬁrst hypergraph model performs two-dimensional (2D) nonzero-based partition-
ing of the output matrix, whereas the second and third models perform 1D rowwise and 1D column-
wise partitioning of the output matrix, respectively. This partitioning scheme induces a two-phase
parallel SpGEMM algorithm, where communication-free local SpGEMM computations constitute
the ﬁrst phase and the multiple single-node-accumulation operations on the local SpGEMM results
constitute the second phase. In these models, the two partitioning constraints deﬁned on weights of
vertices encode balancing computational loads of processors during the two separate phases of the
parallel SpGEMM algorithm. The partitioning objective of minimizing the cutsize deﬁned over the
cut nets encodes minimizing the total volume of communication that will occur during the second
phase of the parallel SpGEMM algorithm. An MPI-based parallel SpGEMM library is developed
to verify the validity of our models in practice. Parallel runs of the library for a wide range of
realistic SpGEMM instances on two large-scale parallel systems JUQUEEN (an IBM BlueGene/Q
system) and SuperMUC (an Intel-based cluster) show that the proposed hypergraph models attain
high speedup values.
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matrix partitioning, hypergraph partitioning
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1. Introduction. Sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM) is a kernel
operation in a wide variety of scientiﬁc applications such as ﬁnite element simulations
based on domain decomposition [3, 22], molecular dynamics (MD) [15, 16, 17, 25,
28, 29, 32, 36], and linear programming (LP) [7, 8, 26], all of which utilize parallel
processing technology to reduce execution times. Among these applications, below we
exemplify three methods/codes from which we select realistic SpGEMM instances.
In ﬁnite element application ﬁelds, ﬁnite element tearing and interconnecting
(FETI) [3, 22] type domain decomposition methods are used for numerical solution
of engineering problems. In this application, the SpGEMM computation GGT is per-
formed, where G = RTBT , R is the block diagonal basis of the stiﬀness matrix, and B
is the signed matrix with entries −1, 0, 1 describing the subdomain interconnectivity.
In MD application ﬁelds, CP2K program [1] performs parallel atomistic and
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molecular simulations of solid state, liquid, molecular, and biological systems. In
this application, SpGEMM computations of the form AA are performed during the
Newton–Schulz iterations to compute the sign of a given matrix A, which is reported
to take more than half of the total parallel running time [36].
Large-scale LP problems are usually solved by iterative interior point methods.
These methods solve normal equations of the form (AD2AT )x = b to ﬁnd search di-
rections at each iteration. Here, A is the original constraint matrix and D is a positive
diagonal matrix which varies with each iteration. For the solution of these normal
equations, direct solvers [7, 8, 26] that utilize Cholesky factorization as well as iter-
ative solvers [8] that utilize preconditioners require explicitly forming the coeﬃcient
matrix at each iteration through the SpGEMM computation AB, where the sparsity
patterns of both A and B=D2AT remain the same throughout the iterations. It is
reported in [8] that SpGEMM computation takes substantially longer than Cholesky
factorization for some problems.
1.1. Related work. There exist software libraries that provide SpGEMM com-
putation such as Intel MKL [2] for shared memory architectures, Tpetra [30] package
of Trilinos [23] and Combinatorial BLAS (CombBLAS) [10] for distributed memory
architectures, and CUSPARSE [31] and CUSP [6] for GPUs. SpGEMM routines of
Intel MKL and CUSPARSE perform symbolic multiplication prior to numeric multi-
plication. Below, we brieﬂy discuss the parallel SpGEMM algorithms for distributed
memory architectures. Here and hereafter, we consider parallization of SpGEMM of
the form C=A×B on a K-processor system.
Trilinos uses one-dimensional (1D) rowwise partitioning of both input matrices
for inner-product–parallel SpGEMM. It consists of a sequence of K shift operations
of the row blocks of the B matrix along the processor ring so that, at the end, each
processor computes a distinct row block of 1D partitioned output matrix.
CombBLAS adopts the SUMMA algorithm for outer-product–parallel SpGEMM
[11] and utilizes its own serial hypersparse kernels [9]. SUMMA [35] utilizes two-
dimensional (2D) checkerboard partitioning of both input matrices assuming a
√
K×√
K processor mesh. It consists of a sequence of
√
K rowwise and columnwise broad-
casts of the row and column blocks of A and B matrices, respectively, so that each
processor incrementally computes a distinct block of the checkerboard partitioned
output matrix.
Beside these libraries, recently, Ballard et. al. [5], provide tighter lower bounds on
the expected communication cost of parallel SpGEMM operation and propose two new
three-dimensional (3D) iterative and recursive algorithms to match the expected lower
bounds. These two algorithms are adaptations of earlier two dense algorithms [19,
33].
None of the above-mentioned approaches utilizes the sparsity patterns of input
or output matrices to reduce the communication overhead. The models proposed
in this work utilize sparsity patterns of matrices to develop intelligent matrix parti-
tioning schemes that aim at minimizing communication overhead while maintaining
computational load balance for outer-product–parallel SpGEMM.
1.2. Communication requirements of outer-product–parallel SpGEMM.
Our focus is parallelization of SpGEMM computations through conformable one-
dimensional (1D) columnwise and 1D rowwise partitioning of the input matrices A
and B as
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C570 KADIR AKBUDAK AND CEVDET AYKANAT
Aˆ = AQ =
[
Ac1 A
c
2 . . . A
c
K
]
and Bˆ = QB =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
Br1
Br2
...
BrK
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .(1.1)
Here, Q denotes the permutation matrix induced by the partitioning. In (1.1), the use
of the same permutation matrixQ for reordering columns ofA and rows ofB is because
of the conformable columnwise and rowwise partitioning of A and B matrices. In the
input partitioning given in (1.1), each processor Pk owns column stripe A
c
k and row
stripe Brk of the permuted matrices. Hence, this conformability requirement enables
each processor Pk to compute the outer product A
c
k×Brk without any communication.
Note that the input data partitioning given in (1.1) does not involve any row/column
replication.
The input data partitioning given in (1.1) leads to an outer-product–parallel
SpGEMM scheme, where the output matrix C is computed as follows in terms of
results of the local SpGEMM computations:
C = C1 + C2 + · · ·+ CK (Ck = Ack×Brk is performed by processor Pk).(1.2)
The summation of local Ck matrices incurs communication because of the multiple
single-node-accumulation (SNAC) operations required for calculating the ﬁnal value
of each nonzero cij of C from the partial results of the local SpGEMM operations.
This parallellization scheme induces a two-phase parallel SpGEMM algorithm, where
communication-free local SpGEMM computations constitute the ﬁrst phase and the
multiple SNAC operations constitute the second phase. In the rest of the paper, the
ﬁrst and second phases will be referred to as multiplication and summation phases,
respectively.
The input partitioning on A and B matrices does not lead to an inherent and
natural output partitioning on the nonzeros of the C matrix. Output partitioning
refers to determining the processor which will be responsible for accumulating partial
results for each nonzero ci,j of C, where ci,j =
∑
c
(k)
i,j ∈Ck
c
(k)
i,j . Here, c
(k)
i,j ∈ Ck denotes
that c
(k)
i,j is a nonzero of C
k, and hence it is a partial result for ci,j of C. Although
computational load balance is the only performance issue in the input partitioning,
communication overhead is a crucial performance issue in the output partitioning.
For output partitioning, we will consider 1D rowwise and 1D columnwise parti-
tioning as well as 2D partitioning of the output matrix C. The 2D output partitioning
is a nonzero-based partitioning of C so that the tasks of computing individual nonze-
ros of C constitute the atomic tasks. In 1D rowwise/columnwise output matrix par-
titioning, the tasks of computing the nonzeros belonging to the same rows/columns
constitute the atomic tasks.
In both 1D rowwise/columnwise and 2D nonzero-based output partitioning, the
worst-case communication requirement is K(K − 1) messages and (K − 1)nnz(C)
words, where nnz(·) denotes the number of nonzeros in a matrix. This worst case
occurs when each local SpGEMM computation generates a partial result for each
nonzero of the output matrix C.
1.3. Contributions. In this work, we ﬁrst propose an elementary hypergraph
model that contains a single vertex for representing the outer product of each column
of A with the respective row of B in order to enforce conformable 1D columnwise
and 1D rowwise partitioning of the input matrices A and B. This hypergraph also
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contains a vertex for each nonzero of C to enable 2D nonzero-based partitioning of
the output matrix. This hypergraph contains a hyperedge (net) for each nonzero of
C to encode the total volume of communication that will occur during the multiple
SNAC operations to be performed in the summation phase of the outer-product–
parallel SpGEMM algorithm. Then, by utilizing this hypergraph model, we propose
a two-constraint hypergraph partitioning (HP) formulation that enables simultaneous
partitioning of input and output matrices in a single stage. The two partitioning con-
straints encode balancing computational loads of processors during the two separate
phases of the parallel SpGEMM algorithm. The partitioning objective of minimizing
cutsize encodes minimizing the total message volume that will be transmitted during
the point-to-point communications in the summation phase of the parallel algorithm.
The second and third hypergraph models are obtained by extending the elementary
hypergraph model to enforce 1D rowwise and 1D columnwise partitioning of the out-
put matrix through vertex amalgamation.
We should note here that none of the proposed models utilizes any one of the
hypergraph models (e.g., row-net, column-net, and row-column-net models [12, 14])
previously proposed for partitioning sparse matrices for sparse matrix-vector multi-
plication (SpMV). The models proposed in this work aim directly at representing
outer-product-based SpGEMM computations.
The validity of the proposed data partitioning models and formulations are tested
on a wide range of large-scale SpGEMM computation instances by utilizing the state-
of-the-art HP tool PaToH [13]. Experiments show that the proposed hypergraph mod-
els and HP formulations achieve successful input and output partitioning of SpGEMM
computations. In order to verify that the theoretical gains obtained by the models hold
in practice, a two phase outer-product–parallel SpGEMM code utilizing the MPI li-
brary is developed. Parallel SpGEMM runs on both JUQUEEN (an IBM BlueGene/Q
system) and SuperMUC (an Intel-based cluster) show that the proposed partitioning
models attain high speedup values.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Background information on hy-
pergraphs and HP is given in section 2. In section 3, we introduce the elementary
hypergraph model and show how to extend it to enable 1D rowwise/columnwise par-
titioning of the output matrix. The experimental results are presented in section 4.
Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.
2. Background on HP. A hypergraph H=(V ,N ) is deﬁned as a set of vertices
V and a set of nets (hyperedges) N . Every net n ∈ N connects a subset of vertices.
The vertices connected by a net n are called its pins and are denoted as Pins(n).
The degree of a net n is equal to the number of its pins, i.e., deg(n) = |Pins(n)|.
The nets connecting a vertex v are called its nets and are denoted as Nets(v). The
degree of a vertex v is equal to the number of its nets, i.e., deg(v) = |Nets(v)|.
The size of a given hypergraph is deﬁned in terms of three attributes: the number
of vertices |V|, the number of nets |N |, and the number of pins which is equal to∑
n∈N deg(n) =
∑
v∈V deg(v). In case of multiconstraint partitioning, T weights are
associated with a vertex v, where T is the number of constraints.
Given a hypergraph H = (V ,N ), Π(V) = {V1,V2, . . . ,VK} is called a K-way
partition of the vertex set V if the K parts are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. A
K-way vertex partition of H is said to satisfy the partitioning constraint if
(2.1) Wt(Vk) ≤ W avgt (1 + ε) for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K; and for t = 1, 2, . . . , T.
Here, for the tth constraint, the weight Wt(Vk) of a part Vk is deﬁned as the sum of
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C572 KADIR AKBUDAK AND CEVDET AYKANAT
the weights wt(v) of the vertices in that part (i.e., Wt(Vk) =
∑
v∈Vk wt(v)), W
avg
t is
the average part weight (i.e., W avgt =(
∑
v∈V wt(v))/K), and ε represents the prede-
termined, maximum allowable imbalance ratio.
In a partition Π(V) of H, a net that has at least one pin (vertex) in a part is said
to connect that part. Connectivity set Λ(n) of a net n is deﬁned as the set of parts
connected by n. Connectivity λ(n) = |Λ(n)| of a net n denotes the number of parts
connected by n. A net n is said to be cut (external) if it connects more than one part
(i.e., λ(n) > 1), and uncut (internal) otherwise (i.e., λ(n) = 1). The set of cut nets
of a partition Π is denoted as Ncut. A vertex v is said to be a boundary vertex if it is
connected by at least one cut net. Otherwise, v is said to be an internal vertex. The
partitioning objective is to minimize the cutsize deﬁned over the cut nets. There are
various cutsize deﬁnitions. The relevant deﬁnition is [12]
(2.2) cutsize(Π(V)) =
∑
n∈Ncut
(
λ(n) − 1
)
.
Here, each cut net n incurs a cost of λ(n) − 1 to the cutsize. The HP problem is
known to be NP-hard [27].
3. Models for simultaneous input and output matrix partitioning. All
three hypergraph models proposed and discussed in this section enable 1D input
partitioning by conformably partitioning A and B matrices columnwise and row-
wise, respectively, for outer-product–parallel SpGEMM. The ﬁrst hypergraph model
achieves 2D output partitioning by performing nonzero-based partitioning of the C
matrix. The second and third hypergraph models achieve 1D output partitioning by
partitioning the C matrix rowwise and columnwise, respectively. The ﬁrst hyper-
graph model will be referred to as elementary hypergraph model because the second
and third hypergraph models can be derived from the ﬁrst one, as will be discussed
later.
We should note here that the construction of all hypergraph models assumes full
access to the actual computation pattern that forms the output matrix C. Deriving
this computation pattern from the sparsity patterns of the two input matrices requires
performing symbolic SpGEMM. This symbolic multiplication requirement prior to
partitioning is a major diﬀerence compared to partitioning for parallel SpMV because
the computation pattern of SpMV is directly determined by the sparsity pattern of
the input matrix.
3.1. Elementary hypergraph model for 2D output matrix partitioning.
In the elementary hypergraph model, a given SpGEMM computation C = A×B is
represented as a hypergraph HE(A,B) = (V = VAB ∪ VC,N ) for 1D conformable
columnwise and rowwise partitioning of input matrices A and B, respectively, and
2D nonzero-based partitioning of the output matrix C. The vertex subsets VAB and
VC of V will be referred to here as input and output vertex subsets, respectively. For
each column x of A and row x of B, there exists a single input vertex vx in the vertex
subset VAB. For each nonzero ci,j of the output matrix C, there exist both an output
vertex vi,j in the vertex subset VC and a net ni,j in the net set N . Net ni,j connects
a vertex vx if column x of A contains a nonzero at row i and row x of B contains
a nonzero at column j. In other words, net ni,j connects a vertex vx if the outer
product of column x of A with row x of B generates a partial result for ci,j of C. Net
ni,j also connects vertex vi,j . So net ni,j is deﬁned as
Pins(ni,j) = {vx : ai,x ∈ A ∧ bx,j ∈ B} ∪ {vi,j}.(3.1)
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As seen in (3.1), each net ni,j connects exactly one output vertex and at least one input
vertex. Note that double subscript notation is used for identifying output vertices and
nets for the sake of clarity of presentation.
The size of the proposed hypergraph model HE can be deﬁned as follows in terms
of the attributes of input matrices A and B and the output matrix C:
|V| = cols(A) + nnz(C) = rows(B) + nnz(C),(3.2)
|N | = nnz(C),(3.3)
# of pins =
cols(A)∑
x=1
(
nnz(a∗,x) · nnz(bx,∗)
)
+ nnz(C).(3.4)
Here, rows(·) and cols(·), respectively, denote the number of rows and columns of a
given matrix, a∗,x denotes column x of A, and bx,∗ denotes row x of B. In (3.4) given
for deﬁning the number of pins of HE, the summation term corresponds to the total
number of scalar multiply operations to be performed in the SpGEMM computation.
In the two-constraint formulation proposed here, we assign two weights to each
vertex. The ﬁrst and second weights represent the computational loads of the tasks
associated with the vertex for the multiplication and summation phases, respectively.
Each vertex vx ∈ VAB is associated with the atomic task of computing the outer
product of column x of A with row x of B. This outer product a∗,x × bx,∗ incurs
nnz(a∗,x)·nnz(bx,∗) scalar multiply operations to generate nnz(a∗,x)·nnz(bx,∗) partial
results. So we assign the following two weights for vertex vx:
w1(vx) = nnz(a∗,x) · nnz(bx,∗), w2(vx) = 0.(3.5)
Note that w1(vx) also denotes the number of nets that connect input vertex vx, i.e.,
deg(vx) = w1(vx).
Each vertex vi,j ∈ VC is associated with the atomic task of computing ci,j by
accumulating the partial nonzero results obtained from the outer product computa-
tions. Each net ni,j represents the multiway relation for the computation of ci,j from
the outer-product computations. That is, the vertices in Pins(ni,j)−{vi,j} represent
the set of outer-product results needed to accumulate ci,j . Figure 1 illustrates the
input and output dependency view of the elementary hypergraph model. As seen in
this ﬁgure, net ni,j with Pins(ni,j) = {vx, vy, vz , vi,j} shows that the outer products
a∗,x × bx,∗, a∗,y × by,∗, and a∗,z × bz,∗ yield nonzero results cxi,j , cyi,j , and czi,j , respec-
tively. Hence, vertex vi,j represents the task of computing the ﬁnal result for ci,j as
ci,j = c
x
i,j + c
y
i,j + c
z
i,j . So we assign the following two weights for vertex vi,j :
w1(vi,j) = 0, w2(vi,j) = |Pins(ni,j)| − 1.(3.6)
As seen in (3.5) and (3.6), the ﬁrst and second weights of vertices represent compu-
tational loads of the tasks associated with these vertices during the multiplication and
summation phases of the parallel SpGEMM algorithm, respectively. So zero weights
are assigned as the second weights of the input vertices (i.e., w2(vx) = 0 in (3.5)) since
the tasks associated with input vertices do not involve any computation during the
summation phase. In a dual manner, zero weights are assigned as the ﬁrst weights of
the output vertices (i.e., w1(vi,j) = 0 in (3.6)) since the tasks associated with output
vertices do not involve any computation during the multiplication phase.
A partition Π(V) on V automatically induces a partition Π(VAB) on VAB ⊆ V
and a partition Π(VC) on VC ⊆ V . Partition Π(VAB) is decoded as an input partition
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vx
a∗,x/bx,∗
vy
a∗,y/by,∗
vz
a∗,z/bz,∗
ni,j
vi,j
ci,j
←
ci,j ← cxi,j + cyi,j + czi,j
← cyi,j
← c
x
i,j
←
c z
i,j
Fig. 1. Elementary hypergraph model HE for 2D nonzero-based output partitioning.
on the columns of A and rows of B, and partition Π(VC) is decoded as an output
partition on the nonzeros of C. That is, vx ∈ Vk denotes that column a∗,x of A and
row bx,∗ of B are mapped to processor Pk, and Pk is held responsible for computing
the outer product a∗,x×bx,∗ according to the owner computes rule. vi,j ∈ Vk denotes
that processor Pk is held responsible for accumulating the partial results to compute
the ﬁnal result for ci,j .
3.1.1. Model correctness. Here, we discuss the correctness of the proposed
elementary hypergraph model by showing the following:
(a) Two constraints on part weights encode computational load balancing during
the two phases.
(b) Cutsize minimization objective encodes the minimization of total communi-
cation volume during the summation phase.
For both (a) and (b), consider a partition Π(V) = {V1,V2, . . . ,VK} of vertices of
HE. Without loss of generality, we assume that part Vk is assigned to processor Pk
for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.
For (a), Π(V) satisﬁes the two balance constraints given in (2.1) for T = 2. Un-
der the ﬁrst vertex weight deﬁnitions given in (3.5) and (3.6), the ﬁrst constraint
correctly encodes balancing the local outer-product computations to be performed by
processors during the multiplication phase. Under the second vertex weight deﬁni-
tions given in (3.5) and (3.6), the second constraint correctly encodes balancing the
number of local partial-result accumulation operations to be performed by processors
during the summation phase. However, this correctness of the second constraint de-
pends on a naive implementation in which each processor maintains its outer-product
results rather than accumulating them on a single local C matrix. In an eﬃcient
implementation, each processor Pk accumulates its outer-product results on a single
local output matrix on the ﬂy after every local outer-product computation as fol-
lows: Ck ← Ck + a∗,x × bx,∗, where vx ∈ Vk. This eﬃcient implementation scheme
does not disturb the correctness of the ﬁrst constraint for the multiplication phase
since each scalar multiply operation incurs a scalar addition operation as follows:
cxi,j ← cxi,j + ai,x · bx,j. However, it disturbs the correctness of the second constraint
for the summation phase. Nevertheless, for this eﬃcient implementation scheme, the
second constraint can still be used to enforce balancing the local computations dur-
ing the summation phase because similar errors are expected to occur for the second
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A
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
×
×
× ×
× ×
×
× ×
×
× × × ×
×
×
× × × × ×
×
×
×
×
×
×
B
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
× ×
×
× × ×
× ×
×
× × ×
× × ×
×
× ×
×
×
×
=
C
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
× ×
× ×
× × × ×
× × × ×
× × ×
× × ×
× × ×
× × × × × × ×
× ×
× ×
× × × × ×
×
× ×
×
×
×
×
Fig. 2. A sample SpGEMM computation C=A×B.
weights of the vertices in the diﬀerent parts of a partition.
For (b), consider an output vertex vi,j assigned to Vk (i.e., vi,j ∈ Vk). Since
each net ni,j connects exactly one output vertex, which is vi,j ∈ Vk, each part Vm ∈
Λ(ni,j) − {Vk} contains at least one input vertex corresponding to an outer-product
computation that contributes to ci,j . So, for each part Vm ∈ Λ(ni,j)−{Vk}, processor
Pm accumulates a partial result c
(m)
i,j =
∑
vx∈Vm c
x
i,j from the results of its local
outer-product computations and sends c
(m)
i,j to processor Pk. Hence, vi,j ∈ Vk means
that processor Pk will receive a single partial result from each one of the λ(ni,j)− 1
processors in Λ(ni,j) − {Vk} and accumulate these partial results to compute the
ﬁnal result for ci,j . As seen in (2.2), the contribution of this net to the cutsize is
equal to λ(ni,j)− 1. Therefore, we have the equivalence between λ(ni,j)− 1 and the
communication volume regarding the accumulation of ci,j in the summation phase.
Consequently, the cutsize given in (2.2) correctly encodes the total communication
volume during this summation phase.
Figure 2 shows a sample SpGEMM computation C = A×B, where A and B
are 11 by 9 and 9 by 8 matrices with 26 and 21 nonzeros, respectively, and C is an
11 by 8 matrix with 44 nonzeros. Figure 3 shows the hypergraph model HE(A,B) that
represents the sample SpGEMM computation instance given in Figure 2. In Figure 3,
circles and triangles show the input and output vertices, respectively. As seen in the
ﬁgure, HE contains 9 + 44 = 53 vertices. As also seen in the ﬁgure, deg(v4) = 6 since
nnz(a∗,4) · nnz(b4,∗) = 3 · 2 = 6. HE contains
∑9
x=1 deg(vx) = 61 pins.
Figure 3 also shows a 3-way partition Π(V) of HE, and Figure 4 shows the 3-way
partition of the sample input and output matrices induced by this Π(V). In Π(V),
W1(V2) = w1(v4) +w1(v6) +w1(v8) = deg(v4) + deg(v6) + deg(v8) = 6+ 12+ 4 = 22.
Similarly, W1(V1) = 14 and W1(V3) = 25. So Π(V) incurs a percent load imbalance
value of 23% on the ﬁrst vertex weights. In Π(V), W2(V1) = 13, W2(V2) = 14,
and W2(V3) = 17 since parts V1, V2, and V3 contain 13, 14, and 17 output vertices
(triangles). So Π(V) incurs a percent load imbalance value of 16% on the second
vertex weights.
In the 3-way partition Π(V) given in Figure 3, there are only four cut nets n8,7,
n8,4, n11,7, and n11,4, whereas all the remaining 40 nets are internal. As seen in the
ﬁgure, net n8,7 has two pins in each vertex part, and hence λ(n8,7) = 3. Consequently,
cut net n8,7 incurs a cost of λ(n8,7) − 1 = 3 − 1 = 2 to the cutsize. Since v8,7 ∈ V1,
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Fig. 3. Hypergraph model HE(A,B) that represents the sample SpGEMM computation instance
given in Figure 2 and its 3-way partition Π(V). In the figure, each circular vertex vx represents
outer-product computation a∗,x×bx,∗, and each triangle vertex vi,j represents the task of computing
the final result for nonzero ci,j of matrix C. Each net ni,j represents the multiway relation for the
computation of ci,j from the results of outer-product computations.
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P3 P3
P1 P1
P2 P2 P2 P2
P3 P3 P3 P3
P3 P3 P3
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P2 P1 P1 P3 P3 P1 P2
P2 P2
P1 P1
P1 P3 P3 P3 P1
P1
P3 P3
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P2
Fig. 4. Matrices A, B, and C partitioned according to the partition Π(V) of HE(A,B) given in
Figure 3.
processor P1 is responsible for accumulating the partial nonzero results obtained from
the outer-product computations. P2 will send the partial result c
(2)
8,7 = c
4
8,7+c
6
8,7 to P1,
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and P3 will send the partial result c
(3)
8,7 = c
3
8,7+ c
9
8,7 to P1. Hence, accumulation of c8,7
by P1 will incur a communication cost of two words. Therefore, we have the equiva-
lence between λ(n8,7)− 1 and the communication volume regarding the accumulation
of c8,7 in the summation phase. Similarly, since λ(n8,4) − 1 = 1, λ(n11,7) − 1 = 1,
and λ(n11,4)− 1 = 1 for the other cut nets, the total cutsize is ﬁve. So the total com-
munication volume is ﬁve words. Consequently, the cutsize given in (2.2) correctly
encodes the total communication volume during this summation phase.
3.2. Extended hypergraph models for 1D output matrix partitioning.
In this subsection, we describe how to extend the elementary hypergraph model HE =
(VAB ∪VC,N ) to Hrowext = (VAB ∪VCrow,N ) and Hcolext = (VAB ∪VCcol,N ) for 1D rowwise
and 1D columnwise partitioning of the output matrix C, respectively. Both Hrowext and
Hcolext have the same nets as HE. Both Hrowext and Hcolext have the same input vertices
as HE. So the extended hypergraphs diﬀer from the elementary hypergraph only in
the output vertices. The output vertex subset VCrow of Hrowext contains one vertex for
each row of matrix C, and similarly, the output vertex subset VCcol of Hcolext contains one
vertex for each column of matrix C, whereas VC of HE contains one vertex for each
nonzero of matrix C.
Hrowext is obtained from HE by amalgamating the output vertices of VC that rep-
resent the nonzeros at the same row of matrix C into a single output vertex of VCrow.
The net set of the resulting composite vertex is set to the union of the nets of its con-
stituent vertices. In other words, we amalgamate the output vertices
⋃
{j:vi,j∈VC} vi,j
of VC into vi,∗ of VCrow so that
Nets(vi,∗) =
⋃
{j:vi,j∈VC}
Nets(vi,j)(3.7)
= {ni,j : ci,j is a nonzero at row i of C}.
Note that net lists of input vertices of Hrowext remain the same as those of HE. The
weights of an amalgamated vertex are set to be equal to the sum of weights of its
constituent vertices, i.e.,
w1(vi,∗) = 0, w2(vi,∗) =
∑
{j:vi,j∈VC}
(
|Pins(ni,j)| − 1
)
.(3.8)
Hcolext is obtained from HE by adopting a dual output vertex amalgamation scheme
which amalgamates the output vertices that represent the nonzeros at the same col-
umn of matrix C. So the discussion about how Hcolext can be obtained from HE directly
follows from the discussion given above for obtaining Hrowext from HE.
The sizes of extended hypergraphs reduce only in the number of vertices compared
to the elementary hypergraph model. This reduction can be obtained via replacing
nnz(C) in (3.2) with rows(C) for Hrowext and cols(C) for Hcolext.
The output vertex amalgamation scheme adopted in obtaining Hrowext from HE
refers to the fact that vertex vi,∗ represents the task of computing the ﬁnal results
for all nonzeros in row i of C. Similarly for Hcolext, vertex v∗,j represents the task of
computing the ﬁnal results for all nonzeros in column j of C. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate
the input and output dependency views of the extended hypergraph models Hrowext and
Hcolext, respectively.
A partition on the input vertices of Hrowext /Hcolext induces the same partition on the
input vertices of HE since both Hrowext and Hcolext have the same input vertices as HE.
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...
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←
ni,k←
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← ...
← c
x
i,j
← cyi,j
← cz
i,j
← cpi,k
← c
y
i,k
← c
z
i,k
← cqi,m
← cr
i,m
Fig. 5. Extended hypergraph model Hrowext for
1D rowwise output partitioning.
vp
a∗,p/bp,∗
vq
a∗,q/bq,∗
vr
a∗,r/br,∗
vx
a∗,x/bx,∗
vy
a∗,y/by,∗
vz
a∗,z/bz,∗
...
c∗,j
v∗,j
ni,j
←
nk,j←
nh,j
← ...
← c
x
i,j
← cyi,j
← cz
i,j
← cpk,j
← c
y
k,
j
← c
z
k,j
← cqh,j
← cr
h,j
Fig. 6. Extended hypergraph model Hcolext for
1D columnwise output partitioning.
A partition on the output vertices of Hrowext /Hcolext induces a partition on the output
vertices of HE, where all output vertices representing the C-matrix nonzeros in a
row/column are restricted to be in the same part. Hence, the correctness of both
extended hypergraph models directly follow from the correctness of the elementary
hypergraph model.
4. Experiments.
4.1. Data sets. Three realistic categories as well as a synthetic category of
SpGEMM instances are used for performance evaluation. For the ﬁrst realistic cate-
gory, we selected three G matrices from a FETI type domain decomposition applica-
tion. The matrices feti-B02 and feti-B03 belong to car engine block simulations,
whereas feti-box512 belongs to an academic benchmark. For the second category, we
selected two test matrices, which are obtained from the simulation of H2O molecules
via using CP2K’s implementation of Kohn–Sham density functional theory calcula-
tions. The matrices cp2k-h2o-e6 and cp2k-h2o-.5e7 are obtained for cut-oﬀ values
of 10−6 and 0.5 10−7, respectively. For the last realistic category, ﬁve LP constraint
matrices are obtained from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [18].
The synthetic category contains ﬁve SpGEMM computation instances obtained by
selecting sparse matrices from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [18].
Two SpGEMM instances are of the form AA and three SpGEMM instances are of the
form AB, where A and B matrices are conformable for multiplication. The reason
behind including the latter three SpGEMM instances is to show that the proposed HP
formulations can handle the partitioning of two input sparse matrices with diﬀerent
sparsity patterns.
Tables 1 and 2, respectively, display the properties of the input and output test
matrices involved in the 15 SpGEMM instances. In each category, the SpGEMM
instances are listed in the order of increasing number of nonzeros (“nnz”) of their
output matrices. In the tables, “avg” and “max”, respectively, denote the average
and the maximum number of nonzeros per row/column.
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Table 1
Properties of input matrices of SpGEMM instances.
Number of nnz in row nnz in col.
Instance Matrix rows cols nonzeros avg max avg max
FETI application ([3, 22])
FETI1 feti-B02 612 152,826 920,433 1,504 3,044 6 15
FETI2 feti-box512 3,072 1,782,816 11,043,249 3,595 5,428 6 24
FETI3 feti-B03 6,084 472,320 3,004,692 494 1,076 6 30
CP2K application ([36])
CP2K1 cp2k-h2o-e6 279,936 279,936 2,349,567 8 20 8 20
CP2K2 cp2k-h2o-.5e7 279,936 279,936 3,816,315 14 24 14 27
LP application ([7, 8, 26])
LP1 fome21 67,748 216,350 465,294 7 96 2 3
LP2 pds-80 129,181 434,580 927,826 7 96 2 3
LP3 pds-100 156,243 514,577 1,096,002 7 101 2 3
LP4 sgpf5y6 246,077 312,540 831,976 3 61 3 12
LP5 cont11l 1,468,599 1,961,394 5,382,999 4 5 3 7
Synthetic application ([18])
SYN1
darcy003 389,874 389,874 2,101,242 5 7 5 7
mario002 389,874 389,874 2,101,242 5 7 5 7
SYN2
thermomechdK 204,316 204,316 2,846,228 14 20 14 10
thermomechdM 204,316 204,316 1,423,116 7 10 7 10
SYN3
crashbasis 160,000 160,000 1,750,416 11 11 11 11
majorbasis 160,000 160,000 1,750,416 11 11 11 18
SYN4 netherlandsosm 2,216,688 2,216,688 4,882,476 2 7 2 7
SYN5 tmtsym 726,713 726,713 5,080,961 7 9 7 9
Table 2
Properties of output matrices of SpGEMM instances.
Number of nnz in row nnz in col.
Instance rows/cols nonzeros avg max avg max
FETI application ([3, 22])
FETI1 612 19,088 31 70 31 70
FETI2 3,072 255,552 83 135 83 135
FETI3 6,084 258,816 43 140 43 140
CP2K application ([36])
CP2K1 279,936 7,846,956 28 50 28 50
CP2K2 279,936 17,052,039 61 99 61 103
LP application ([7, 8, 26])
LP1 67,748 640,240 9 97 9 97
LP2 129,181 1,249,074 10 97 10 97
LP3 156,243 1,470,688 9 102 9 102
LP4 246,077 2,776,645 11 367 11 367
LP5 1,468,599 18,064,261 12 23 12 23
Synthetic application ([18])
SYN1 389,874 6,449,598 17 19 17 19
SYN2 204,316 7,874,148 39 52 39 52
SYN3 160,000 8,243,392 52 52 52 68
SYN4 2,216,688 8,755,758 4 16 4 16
SYN5 726,713 14,503,181 20 25 20 25
4.2. Experimental setup. The state-of-the-art serial HP tool PaToH [13],
which supports multiple constraints, is used for partitioning the hypergraph mod-
els of the test SpGEMM instances. PaToH utilizes recursive bipartitioning paradigm
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C580 KADIR AKBUDAK AND CEVDET AYKANAT
for obtaining multiway hypergraph partitions. For hypergraph bipartitioning, it uti-
lizes a successive multilevel paradigm that contains coarsening, initial bipartitioning,
and uncoarsening phases [12, 13]. PaToH is used with the PATOH SUGPARAM SPEED
parameter, which is reported in the manual [13] as producing reasonably good bi-
partitions faster than the default parameter. This parameter establishes a trade-oﬀ
between the solution quality and bipartitioning time by utilizing absorption cluster-
ing using pins in the coarsening phase that leads to a smaller number of levels and
boundary FM for faster reﬁnement in the uncoarsening phase. Since PaToH contains
randomized algorithms, the results are reported by averaging the values obtained in
three diﬀerent runs, each randomly seeded. The allowed imbalance threshold  is set
to be equal to 0.10. For each test SpGEMM instance, a parallel SpGEMM instance
is experimented for each value of K= 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 for a parallel
system with K processors.
In order to conﬁrm the validity of locality preserving task partitioning achieved by
the proposed hypergraph models, we implemented a binpacking (BP)-based method
as a baseline algorithm which considers only load balancing. BP adapts the best-
ﬁt-decreasing heuristic used in solving the K-feasible BP problem [24] to balance
computational and communication loads separately in two steps. For computational
load balancing in the multiplication phase, outer-product tasks associated with the
input matrices are assigned to K processors in decreasing multiplication cost (i.e.,
w1(vx) shown in (3.5)). For communication load balancing in the summation phase,
accumulation tasks associated with output matrix entries are assigned to K processors
in decreasing summation cost (i.e., w2(vx) shown in (3.6)). In task assignment for
both phases, the best-ﬁt criterion corresponds to assigning a task to the processor
that currently has the minimum load in the respective phase.
For evaluating the actual performance of the proposed hypergraph models, we
have developed a two-phase outer-product–parallel SpGEMM library [4] in C lan-
guage. Using this SpGEMM library, we ran experiments on two diﬀerent parallel
systems.
The ﬁrst system is IBM BlueGene/Q, called JUQUEEN, located in Germany at
the Ju¨lich Supercomputing Centre. The network of the system has ﬁve-dimensional
torus topology. One node of the BlueGene/Q system consists of 16 IBM PowerPC A2
cores that run at 1.6 GHz. These 16 cores share 16 GB of RAM. We used 8 processes
per node for memory considerations. We used the IBM XL compiler suite with 02 ﬂag
and BlueGene/Q’s MPI implementation, which is based on MPICH2 (version 1.5) on
JUQUEEN.
The second system is SuperMUC, which is an Intel-based cluster located in Ger-
many at the Leibniz Supercomputing Centre. The system uses Inﬁniband FDR10,
which is based on nonblocking tree topology. One node of the system consists of two
Sandy Bridge Intel Xeon E5-2680 processors, each with 8 cores that run at 2.7 GHz.
Each node is equipped with 32 GB of RAM. We used 16 processes per node. We used
GCC and MPICH2 (version 1.4) on SuperMUC.
Parallel timing results on both systems are measured by averaging 10 successive
SpGEMM computations performed after a warm-up period of three SpGEMM com-
putations. Speedup values are computed against run times of our implementation of
Gustavson’s sequential algorithm [21] on a single core of the respective system.
4.3. Performance evaluation. The performance of the proposed models is
evaluated in terms of the speedup values measured on JUQUEEN and SuperMUC as
well as the partitioning quality values of communication overhead and load balancing
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Fig. 7. Dissection of parallel SpGEMM times on JUQUEEN (in milliseconds) into two phases
Φm (multiplication) and Φs (summation) for K = 128, 256, and 512 processors.
measured only on JUQUEEN.
4.3.1. Importance of locality-preserving task partitioning. Figure 7 dis-
plays the dissection of parallel SpGEMM times on JUQUEEN into multiplication
phase Φm and summation phase Φs to compare the performance of locality preserv-
ing HE against the baseline algorithm BP, both of which produce 2D nonzero-based
output matrix partition. Barrier synchronization is used between the two phases for
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the sake of displaying these dissection results.
As seen in Figure 7, HE attains signiﬁcantly smaller runtime than BP in Φs of
all parallel SpGEMM instances, and this runtime diﬀerence increases with increasing
number of processors in favor of HE. Since communication is involved only in Φs,
this signiﬁcant diﬀerence shows the importance of communication in the performance
of parallel SpGEMM, as well as conﬁrming the validity of the HE model in reducing
the communication overhead. As also seen in the ﬁgure, HE also attains consider-
ably smaller runtime than BP in Φm. This is because locality-preserving partitions
produced by HE achieve better temporal locality in local partial-result accumulation
operations performed during Φm. Speedup curves displayed in Figures 8 and 9 show
that HE attains signiﬁcantly higher speedups than BP and the performance gap be-
tween HE and BP increases signiﬁcantly with increasing number of processors in favor
of HE.
4.3.2. Load balancing. For experimental load balancing performance evalua-
tion, we report percent load imbalance values LI(Φm) and LI(Φs) measured for Φm
and Φs, respectively. Barrier synchronization is also used between the two phases for
measuring LI(Φm) and LI(Φs) on JUQUEEN.
As seen in Table 3, LI(Φm) values are below the allowed imbalance ratio of 10%
for 32 out of 45 parallel SpGEMM instances, and they are slightly above 10% for the
remaining 13 instances. On the average, LI(Φm) values are 6.6%, 7.5%, and 9.0%
for 128, 256, and 512 processors, respectively. This shows the validity of the ﬁrst
weighting scheme used in the two-constraint formulation.
As seen in Table 3, LI(Φs) values are observed to be considerably higher than
the allowed imbalance ratio of 10%. On the average, LI(Φs) values are 49.9%, 64.9%,
and 64,4% for 128, 256, and 512 processors, respectively. There are ﬁve extreme in-
stances in which LI(Φs) values are more than 100%. This may stem from two factors:
The ﬁrst factor is because of the adverse eﬀect of the eﬃcient implementation scheme
on the correctness of the proposed models, as discussed in section 3.1.1. Recall that
this eﬃcient implementation scheme makes local accumulations on the ﬂy during the
multiplication phase, whereas the second constraint in the proposed model tries to
enforce load balance on the accumulation operations assuming that all of the accu-
mulations are to be performed naively in the summation phase. The second one is
the fact that although the proposed models correctly encode the minimization of the
total communication volume, they cannot encode balancing the communication loads
of the processors.
For the eﬃcient implementation scheme, in a partition of the proposed hypergraph
models, only the boundary output vertices of the parts incur computation and hence
communication in Φs. Computational and communication requirements of the output
vertices during Φs cannot be statically determined prior to partitioning since they vary
with varying states (being boundary or internal) of these vertices during partitioning.
So balancing computational and communication loads of processors during Φs cannot
be envisioned since current partitioners do not handle such state-dependent vertex
weighting.
4.3.3. Reducing communication overhead. Two diﬀerent metrics are iden-
tiﬁed for reporting communication overhead values: The ﬁrst metric is the average
number of ﬂoating-point words communicated per 1000 nonzeros of the respective
output matrix, whereas the second metric is the average number of ﬂoating-point
words communicated per Kﬂops. The second metric is included to give insight about
the computational granularity attained through partitioning. Although the main
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Fig. 8. Speedup curves on JUQUEEN.
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Fig. 9. Speedup curves on SuperMUC.
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Table 3
Performance results obtained on JUQUEEN for the elementary hypergraph model (HE).
Measured #of mssg’s Comm. vol. per Speedup
imbalance per proc. processor Kﬂops
Instance K LI(Φm) LI(Φs) avg max avg max SK
FETI application ([3, 22])
FETI1
128 7.4% 35.5% 80.8 115 13.58 27.45 0.27 81
256 8.4% 83.9% 71.2 143 8.82 29.23 0.35 121
512 23.3% 77.0% 59.8 158 6.42 23.16 0.51 157
FETI2
128 8.2% 20.5% 127.0 127 17.54 28.90 0.36 101
256 9.8% 21.2% 247.5 255 10.26 18.95 0.42 175
512 10.8% 33.1% 372.6 510 5.52 12.96 0.45 194
FETI3
128 5.7% 23.7% 122.1 127 6.19 11.77 0.47 95
256 7.1% 43.9% 172.8 226 3.16 6.26 0.48 141
512 7.5% 79.1% 167.6 278 2.14 4.71 0.65 158
CP2K application ([36])
CP2K1
128 5.7% 42.2% 18.6 37 0.26 0.36 0.54 107
256 4.9% 48.9% 19.1 33 0.17 0.26 0.70 204
512 5.2% 50.5% 18.9 34 0.11 0.18 0.92 341
CP2K2
128 5.0% 98.2% 19.4 33 0.54 0.79 0.95 90
256 5.3% 110.2% 20.7 38 0.36 0.51 1.25 159
512 5.4% 53.3% 20.9 37 0.24 0.37 1.67 336
LP application ([7, 8, 26])
LP1
128 10.0% 38.3% 21.0 34 0.33 0.54 1.18 91
256 11.2% 50.3% 24.9 41 0.22 0.39 1.60 140
512 13.7% 55.5% 25.7 50 0.15 0.27 2.13 170
LP2
128 11.0% 35.1% 20.2 34 0.26 0.43 0.92 103
256 10.4% 39.7% 24.8 46 0.18 0.31 1.27 174
512 12.0% 51.2% 27.4 52 0.12 0.23 1.68 247
LP3
128 11.6% 35.6% 20.1 34 0.23 0.39 0.83 106
256 12.6% 40.6% 24.1 44 0.16 0.28 1.14 187
512 11.8% 65.1% 26.5 51 0.11 0.19 1.53 268
LP4
128 5.8% 136.7% 11.9 31 0.04 0.08 0.18 99
256 8.2% 157.1% 13.7 38 0.03 0.07 0.28 163
512 8.8% 159.8% 16.2 48 0.03 0.07 0.50 202
LP5
128 5.1% 53.5% 7.7 15 0.07 0.12 0.28 111
256 4.5% 149.7% 8.1 20 0.05 0.10 0.40 218
512 4.4% 63.8% 8.1 18 0.04 0.06 0.56 408
Synthetic application ([18])
SYN1
128 4.2% 62.0% 6.6 13 0.14 0.28 0.42 110
256 6.4% 77.0% 7.1 17 0.10 0.21 0.60 208
512 7.3% 61.2% 7.2 16 0.07 0.14 0.86 377
SYN2
128 6.3% 69.2% 6.5 14 0.33 0.62 0.76 87
256 7.4% 84.4% 6.9 17 0.25 0.43 1.13 171
512 8.8% 80.3% 7.4 19 0.18 0.32 1.66 316
SYN3
128 4.9% 65.5% 7.3 17 0.50 0.87 1.25 96
256 6.2% 65.5% 8.1 20 0.37 0.64 1.87 174
512 7.2% 62.0% 9.2 22 0.29 0.49 2.90 280
SYN4
128 8.5% 60.2% 6.6 13 0.01 0.02 0.04 129
256 12.7% 67.4% 7.5 16 0.01 0.01 0.06 239
512 14.4% 64.8% 7.7 17 0.00 0.01 0.09 468
SYN5
128 4.3% 70.2% 7.6 16 0.20 0.35 0.46 117
256 4.8% 66.8% 7.8 17 0.14 0.25 0.64 228
512 7.5% 66.8% 7.9 19 0.10 0.18 0.92 406D
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Table 4
Average performance comparison of three hypergraph models on JUQUEEN (a bold value indi-
cates the highest speedup value attained by the respective model).
HE Hrowext Hcolext
Measured Com. Measured Com. Measured Com.
imbalance vol. imbalance vol. imbalance vol.
LI(·) per LI(·) per LI(·) per
Category K Φm Φs Kﬂops SK Φm Φs Kﬂops SK Φm Φs Kﬂops SK
FETI
128 7.0% 25.8% 0.35 92 9.9% 354.0% 0.51 81 9.1% 360.6% 0.51 80
256 8.4% 42.7% 0.41 144 13.9% 733.0% 0.67 102 16.7% 865.0% 0.66 94
512 12.4% 58.6% 0.53 169 30.5% 2,290.4% 0.71 65 25.7% 2,878.7% 0.70 55
CP2K
128 5.3% 64.4% 0.72 98 3.7% 36.3% 1.69 97 4.4% 38.6% 1.68 97
256 5.1% 73.4% 0.94 180 4.5% 46.0% 2.18 171 4.3% 39.5% 2.15 178
512 5.3% 51.9% 1.24 338 6.8% 48.2% 2.80 316 5.9% 48.2% 2.79 315
LP
128 8.2% 51.1% 0.54 102 11.6% 88.3% 2.47 45 11.4% 84.5% 2.48 44
256 8.8% 71.8% 0.77 175 12.4% 139.1% 3.51 56 11.5% 139.3% 3.54 54
512 9.4% 71.6% 1.09 248 13.4% 171.0% 4.72 52 13.8% 158.8% 4.69 49
SYN
128 5.4% 65.3% 0.37 107 5.4% 65.1% 0.63 109 5.5% 58.6% 0.58 105
256 7.1% 71.8% 0.55 202 6.7% 75.2% 0.91 205 6.2% 71.8% 0.87 200
512 8.7% 66.7% 0.80 363 8.8% 75.6% 1.36 364 9.0% 76.1% 1.28 348
Overall
128 6.6% 49.9% 0.46 101 7.5% 93.5% 1.09 76 7.5% 90.1% 1.05 74
256 7.5% 64.9% 0.62 177 9.0% 136.4% 1.51 113 8.8% 136.1% 1.48 109
512 9.0% 64.4% 0.86 272 12.6% 184.9% 1.99 132 12.1% 189.2% 1.94 124
objective of the proposed hypergraph models is the minimization of the total commu-
nication volume, the results for the other performance metrics, such as the maximum
volume, average number, and maximum number of messages handled by a single pro-
cessor, are also reported. In the reported results, the number of messages handled by
a processor refers to the number of messages sent by that processor.
As seen in Table 3, the total communication volume remains below one ﬂoating-
point word per Kﬂops for 31 out of 45 instances and above two words per Kﬂops for
only 2 out of 45 instances. On the average, the total communication volume values are
0.46, 0.62, and 0.86 words per Kﬂops for 128, 256, and 512 processors, respectively.
Dissection results for HE displayed in Figure 7 are in conformance with these
results, as they show that processors spend much less time in communication during
Φs compared to computation in Φm in most of the instances. These experimental
ﬁndings show that the proposed HP formulations successfully attain coarse grain
parallel SpGEMM instances.
4.3.4. Comparison of three hypergraph models. Table 4 shows the per-
formance result averages of the three proposed hypergraph models over the four cat-
egories as well as the overall averages. The averages are computed using geometric
mean. As seen in Table 4, on the average, the elementary hypergraph model HE
attains slightly better load balance than both extended hypergraph models Hrowext and
Hcolext in Φm, whereas HE attains considerably better load balance than both Hrowext and
Hcolext in Φs. HE incurs signiﬁcantly less communication volume than both Hrowext and
Hcolext for all parallel SpGEMM instances. These experimental ﬁndings are already
expected since both Hrowext and Hcolext have smaller search space than HE.
Despite the superiority ofHE compared toHrowext /Hcolext in all of the above-mentioned
partitioning quality metrics, HE cannot attain higher speedups than Hrowext /Hcolext in all
parallel SpGEMM instances, as seen in Figure 8. HE attains the highest speedups in 69
out of 90 parallel SpGEMM instances, and in 14 of the remaining 21 instances either
Hrowext or Hcolext or both attain very close speedups to those by HE. In the remaining 7
instances,Hrowext in 6 instances andHcolext in one instance attain higher speedups thanHE.
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As seen in Figures 8 and 9, on both JUQUEEN and SuperMUC, the speedup curves
attained by Hrowext and Hcolext are very close to those by HE in the following six instances:
CP2K1, CP2K2, SYN1, SYN3, SYN4, and SYN5 out of 15 instances. On SuperMUC, the
speedup curves attained by Hrowext and Hcolext are very close to those by HE up to 256
processors in FETI2 and FETI3 instances in addition to the these six instances. These
experimental ﬁndings can be attributed to the fact that, in the extended hypergraph
models, enforcing all output matrix nonzeros belonging to the same row or column
to be assigned to the same processor has the potential of decreasing the number of
messages. However, in the remaining instances, the speedup curves attained by HE
are signiﬁcantly better than those by Hrowext and Hcolext.
HE (Ideal) HE (Weak) HE (Strong)
Fig. 10. Speedup curves for weak and strong scaling on JUQUEEN.
4.3.5. Weak scaling. Speedup curves given in Figures 8 and 9 eﬀectively show
the results of strong scaling experiments. We also conduct weak scaling experiments
that keep processors’ computational loads constant, as described below.
We double both the number of columns ofA and the number of rows ofB to obtain
A′ and B′ matrices by replicating each column of A with a column with the same
sparsity pattern and each row of B with a row with the same sparsity pattern. This
replication scheme doubles the storage sizes for the input matrices and also doubles
the problem size since the number of ﬂops required to compute C′=A′×B′ is exactly
twice that of C=A×B. This replication scheme generates A′ and B′ matrices whose
sparsity patterns are similar to those of A and B, thus inducing SpGEMM instances
C′=A′×B′ and C=A×B that are expected to have similar communication patterns.
Thus, we conduct linear weak scaling tests on JUQUEEN by running C=A×B on K
processors and running C′=A′×B′ on K ′ = 2K processors starting from K = 128.
Due to lack of space, we include speedup curves only for three matrices (FETI1, CP2K2,
and LP1), one from each realistic category, in Figure 10. For the sake of comparison,
Figure 10 also displays speedup curves of strong scaling tests. As seen in the ﬁgure,
HE achieves linear weak scaling from K=128 to K=1024 processors.
4.3.6. Amortization of partitioning overhead. We utilize the state-of-the-
art parallel matrix multiplication library CombBLAS [10] for the purpose of justifying
the preprocessing overhead incurred by the intelligent partitioning schemes proposed
in this work. This is because CombBLAS does not utilize intelligent partitioning,
neither for load balancing nor for reducing communication overhead, and thus it does
not involve any preprocessing overhead.
For CombBLAS runs, we experiment with processor counts that are perfect
squares, and we apply random permutation to the input matrices to balance the
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Table 5
Average number of parallel SpGEMM computations required to amortize the partitioning overhead.
Sequential HP
Parallel HP
with 30% eﬃciency
Category K HE Hrowext Hcolext HE Hrowext Hcolext
FETI
64 57 58 58 2.95 3.03 3.04
256 221 217 222 2.88 2.83 2.89
CP2K
64 22 18 22 1.17 0.94 1.16
256 66 54 66 0.86 0.70 0.85
LP
64 46 40 44 2.39 2.08 2.27
256 160 143 154 2.08 1.86 2.00
SYN
64 28 21 25 1.45 1.09 1.29
256 96 74 86 1.25 0.96 1.12
Overall
64 37 31 35 1.92 1.63 1.82
256 128 110 122 1.67 1.43 1.58
memory requirements and the computational loads of the processors. We use the
Mult AnXBn DoubleBuff routine that uses the double buﬀered broadcasting scheme
since it performs better than Mult AnXBn Synch.
Table 5 is given to evaluate the preprocessing overhead introduced by the HP
models on SuperMUC. The values displayed in the table are computed through di-
viding the preprocessing time by the diﬀerence between the parallel run times of
CombBLAS and our SpGEMM algorithm. The numerator of this ratio represents the
preprocessing overhead due to partitioning, and the denominator represents the per-
formance improvement obtained by using the proposed SpGEMM algorithm instead
of CombBLAS for a single SpGEMM computation.
Although parallel HP tools [20, 34] exist in the literature, they do not support
multiple balance constraints and thus could not be used in our proposed hypergraph
models. So we adopt two approaches in computing amortization values on SuperMUC:
In the ﬁrst approach, we use the sequential running time of PaToH on a single core
of SuperMUC. In the second approach, we use estimated parallel partitioning time
by assuming an eﬃciency value of 0.30. The former and latter amortization values
are identiﬁed as “Sequential HP” and “Parallel HP.” The amortization values are
displayed as averages over the four categories as well as the overall averages.
As seen in Table 5, in general, the extended hypergraph models amortize in a
smaller number of SpGEMM computations compared to the elementary hypergraph
model. This is due to the fact that partitioning times are considerably less in the
extended hypergraph models than those of the elementary hypergraph model.
As seen in the “Parallel HP” columns of Table 5, for the CP2K and SYN instances,
the use of proposed hypergraph models amortizes even for a single SpGEMM com-
putation. For the LP instances, the use of proposed hypergraph models amortizes for
only two interior-point method iterations. These experimental ﬁndings show that the
proposed hypergraph models have the potential to have high impact in improving the
performance of various parallel applications that involve SpGEMM computations.
5. Conclusion. We proposed three hypergraph models that achieve simultane-
ous partitioning of input and output matrices for two-phase outer-product–parallel
sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM) of the form C = A×B. All three
hypergraph models contain a single vertex for representing the outer product of each
column of A with the respective row of B to enforce conformable 1D columnwise and
1D rowwise partitioning of the input matrices A and B. This conformable partition-
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ing enables communication-free local SpGEMM computations in the ﬁrst phase. All
models contain a hyperedge (net) for each nonzero of the output matrix C to encode
the total message volume that will be transmitted during the accumulation of the
local SpGEMM results in the second phase of the two-phase outer-product–parallel
SpGEMM algorithm. The hypergraph models diﬀer only in the deﬁnition of the out-
put vertices. The ﬁrst model contains a vertex for each nonzero of C to enable 2D
nonzero-based output matrix partitioning, whereas the second and third models con-
tain a vertex for each row/column of C to enforce 1D rowwise/columnwise output
matrix partitioning. In all models, the two-constraint formulation encodes balanc-
ing computational loads of processors during the two separate phases of the parallel
SpGEMM algorithm. The partitioning objective encodes minimizing the total volume
of communication.
We tested the validity of the proposed data partitioning models and formula-
tions on a wide range of large-scale SpGEMM computation instances. Experiments
showed that the proposed hypergraph models and partitioning formulations achieve
successful input and output partitioning of SpGEMM computations. In order to ver-
ify that the theoretical gains obtained by the models hold in practice, we developed a
two-phase outer-product–parallel SpGEMM code utilizing the MPI library. Parallel
SpGEMM runs on both JUQUEEN and SuperMUC showed that the proposed par-
titioning models attain high speedup values. The preprocessing overhead due to HP
can be amortized by the parallel performance improvement over the state-of-the-art
SpGEMM tool CombBLAS in a very few number of SpGEMM computations. In some
practical instances, this preprocessing overhead is amortized by a single SpGEMM
computation.
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